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CUSTOMIZED DEPOSIT & INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS 
 

 
My role as the Region’s Business Deposit Specialist is to work closely with you, your organization, and your RBC 
Relationship Manager, Deven Stewart.  Our simple goal is to structure both liquid and term investment solutions that 
suit your organization’s cash flow plans while ensuring funds are as productive as possible and available when 
required for operating purposes. 
 
Please see bellow an indication of rates on our short-medium term Guaranteed Investment Certificates (GICs), our 
3-in-1 GIC, and special information regarding our custom 90-Day Laddered GIC arrangement created for your 

organization. 
 
Please review the details provided and let’s talk in more detail when time permits. 
 
Thank You, 

 
   
 
 

 
 

GUARANTEED INVESTMENT CERTIFICATES 
 

RBC offers a wide range of CAD term investment options to meet your needs. Below you will find various 
terms and rates for a One Year Cashable GIC and Non-Redeemable Guaranteed Investment Certificates 
(GIC). Principal and interest as described are Guaranteed by RBC Royal Bank. Rates are calculated on a 
per annum basis.  
 

1. One-Year Cashable Guranteed Investment Certificate: 
 
The One-Year Cashable GIC offers a competitive interest rate and maximum flexibility, without the need 
for a long-term commitment. It’s cashable at any time, and interest is paid right up to the date it’s cashed 
as long as you’ve held the investment for 30 days or more.  All rates are indication only, subject to a 
minimum investment of $250,000 CAD(Different rates for less than $250,000 investment). Maximum 
amount of $5,000,000 CAD. 
        

Term 
RBC One-Year Cashable 

GIC Rate 

1 year 2.1200% 

***  Rates are applicable today  and are subject to change.**** 
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2.  Quarterly Laddered Guaranteed Investment Certificate:  
  

Guaranteed Investment Certificate, non-redeemable before maturity. Rate is set for the term of the 
product. All rates are indication only, subject to a minimum investment of $ 250,000.00 CAD.  
The Laddered approach allows for access to funds every 90 days.  At maturity it would be renewed 
for a one year term, allowing you to capitalize in rising interest rates and maximizing your return.  
The rates below are an indication rate to illustrate how a portion of your funds could be used to 
earn more interest.  
  

       Term  

RBC Non-Redeemable  
Guaranteed Investment 

Certificate Rate  

 90 Day  2.1100%  

180 Day  2.1680%  

270 Day  2.2460%  

1 Year  2.4520%  

a. Rates are applicable today  and are subject to change.****  
 

                                       

 
3. Three-in-One GIC (Short – Long Term Investment Time Horizon): 

 
The Three-in-One GIC allows you to follow a “laddering” investment strategy” to even out the effect of 

yearly interest rate fluctuations. Your principal is divided into Three equal portions with maturities of one 
to five years. This way, your maturity dates are spread out so that a portion of your investment matures 
each year — reducing your reinvestment risk. Each portion earns the same interest rate, which is the 
equivalent to a longer term GIC rate. As each part matures, you have three choices: 

 Reinvest the funds automatically for a three-year non-redeemable GIC and continue to follow a 
laddering strategy 

 Use the funds to pursue another investment goal 

 Cash in the funds 
This is an ideal GIC if you have a minimum of $5,000 to invest and you want a simple, hassle free way to 
ladder maturities. It is a natural choice if you would prefer earning long-term rates but have been investing 
for the short term in expectation of rising interest rates. 
 
 

       Term  
RBC Non-Redeemable  
Guaranteed Investment 

Certificate Rate  

 1 year  2.4520%  

2 Year  2.6680%  

3 Year  2.8330%  

***  Rates are applicable today  and are subject to change.**** 

 
 

Key Features:  Minimum Investment $250,000  

 Terms 3 years  

 Interest Payment Options: Monthly, Semi-annually, 
Annually, at Maturity (interets compounded 
annually)  

http://www.rbcroyalbank.com/products/gic/gic-ladder.html
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Returns:  Each portion earns the same interest rate which is 
equivalent to a longer term GIC 

Access to Funds:  No. A portion of the funds become available at 
each anniversary 

CDIC Eligible:  Yes 

Benefits:  Earnings:  Higher returns than short-term GIC rates  

 Convenience:  Provides a convenient way to ladder 
maturities without having to track and manage 
separate certificates.  

 Flexibility:  Access to 1/3 of principal annually  

 Reduced Risk:  Diversification of investment terms 
reduces potential risk associated with fluctuating 
interest rates  

 Changing Interest Rates:  Ability to take advantage 
of changing interest rates over time 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


